Introducing the Most Powerful E-Discovery Platform in the World

Amazingly Simple to Use

LIGHTNING FAST Insight is the next generation of secure, hosted e-discovery technology. It delivers lightning fast search, stunning visual analytics and customizable review workflow, giving you the power to manage even the largest and most complex cases.

POWERFULLY SIMPLE Insight is simple to learn, easy to use. Be up and running in hours rather than days, with reduced training and fewer mistakes. With just a click or two, you have the power to see your data as never before, without mastering difficult syntax.
“Insight sets a new e-discovery standard.”
—Bill Hamilton, Partner, Quarles & Brady
Insight: The Power to See Your Data as Never Before

Easily identify trends, communication patterns, key concepts and core themes using Insight's powerful visualization tools.
• **POWERFUL SEARCH** Unprecedented speed for complex searches involving millions of documents—track search choices for defensibility.

• **VISUAL ANALYTICS** Let your data speak to you with field facets (instant counts), timelines and social networking diagrams—all updated instantly.

• **MULTI-LANGUAGE REVIEW & LOCALIZATION** Search data in over 270 languages and change the interface language with one click.

• **STUNNING USER INTERFACE** Insight’s UI is simple, intuitive and beautiful. Runs on all major operating systems and browsers—Mac, Windows and Linux.

• **REAL-TIME REPORTING** Create your own graphs and charts from results sets or set up your own reports on the fly—drill into your data directly with visual reports.

• **END-TO-END AUTOMATION** From processing through search, review and production—all the control of a local appliance but none of the limitations.

• **PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS** Review fewer documents with predictive coding and smart culling capabilities. Reduce review sets, prioritize review and cut review costs.

• **UNIFIED DATA STORE** Search across fields, folders, tags and text in our unified XML structure—indexing is immediate and always up to date.
Powering the Heart of the Litigation Lifecycle

**QUICK ACCESS** With no installation required, you can be up and running quickly. No expensive software or hardware to buy and install, no employees required to manage or support the process. Go from raw files to review in hours rather than days.

**AUTOMATED PROCESSING** Load and process files directly into Insight. Start with native files of almost any type—from email to office files and images, and post them directly to your site. Or instead, send already-processed files for immediate loading.

**VISUAL SEARCH** Grid-based search engine provides split-second results, even for complex searches. (We have tested searches of over a million characters.) See timelines, email networks and graphical reporting for ECA and big-data analysis.

**PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS** Review less, review smarter with predictive analytics. Start by reducing your review set using Catalyst’s search tools. Then use predictive coding techniques to focus on potentially relevant documents and reduce your review costs.

**MANAGED REVIEW** Organize review teams with Catalyst’s unique assigned review module. Develop rules, build custom workflow and assign documents across reviewers. Enhanced translation and language services support multi-language reviews.

**USER-DRIVEN PRODUCTION** Take control of the production process from start to finish. Create production folders, choose production settings and produce documents on your schedule. We support image, native and mixed productions.
"Our clients now have a cost-effective end-to-end EDRM solution."
— Alon Israely, Founder, BIA Advisory Services Group

"I can’t believe how easy this is. A couple of clicks and I’m finding what I need."
— Steven Hartwig, VP Operations, K&B Document Technologies

"Insight’s speed and scalability is stunning, and this latest Catalyst offering is built on an XML platform that presents one eye-popping feature after another."
— Bill Hamilton, Partner, Quarles & Brady

"Catalyst has built the most powerful interface we’ve ever seen for searching complex content."
— Miles Kehoe, President, New Idea Engineering, Inc.

"Getting data to and from a review platform can be a painful and slow process. Catalyst designed a direct feed for us, where we post our data to a secured site and it goes to their data center for direct upload. This cuts out potentially critical review time in burning the data to an external media and then shipping. Plus, it takes several information security concerns out of the data transfer process."
— Kathy D. Hogy, VP, GCO, First Data

"We have worked with Catalyst as the repository for our client’s data on numerous cases, most recently a complicated million document/16 million page/file population. They are well organized, responsive, diligent in their communication and problem solving, and well managed. I highly recommend them!"
— Diane J. Piganelli, President, Legal Technology Consulting, Inc.

"I just wanted to let you know how impressed we are with Insight. It’s fast, powerful and easy to use. The ability to use graphics to track email communications is really impressive."
— Russ Aoki, Partner, Aoki & Sakamoto
The Catalyst Advantage

Catalyst has been building powerfully simple document repositories for law firms and corporations around the world for 15 years.

**BUILT FOR BIG™** Unlike most e-discovery appliances, the Catalyst grid spans hundreds of servers across four data centers and is scalable to any volume of documents. Enjoy sub-second search even for complex queries with thousands of terms. Field large review teams to meet the tightest deadlines. Our multi-user architecture is built for the largest cases and regulatory matters.

**WORLD LEADER IN MULTI-LANUGUAGES** Catalyst is the leader in multi-language processing, search and review. We support over 270 languages including Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Arabic and Russian (Cyrillic). Our Language Services Group provides multi-language search consulting, enhanced machine translation and U.S. and Asian review teams.

**NOW SERVING ASIA** Catalyst’s Tokyo data center offers a safe alternative for clients seeking to keep Asian data in Asia. Our forensics and language experts have decades of experience with e-discovery and regulatory investigations. Our partners can assist with collections from Singapore to Seoul and every stop in between.

**INDUSTRY-LEADING INNOVATION** We have been building award-winning technology since the mid-1990s. Litigation hosting pioneers, we were the first to offer true grid-based search—capable of handling millions of documents at lightning fast speed. Insight continues the tradition as the first unified search repository optimized for terabytes of data.

**A DEEP BENCH** Clients know that they can rely on Catalyst’s experienced and responsive project managers and search consultants, many of whom are former litigators. Catalyst was founded by a trial lawyer with more than 20 years of experience who literally wrote the book on litigation technology. We are more than 140 professional legal and technology experts serving clients throughout the world.

**MORE POWER. LOWER COSTS. FULL CONTROL.** Tap into the Catalyst grid for all the power you need to manage complex litigation and regulatory requests. No hardware to purchase, no people to hire, no complex software to support. Our automated e-discovery platform puts you in complete control from processing to production.